Abstract. The improvement of the Solar and Wind short-term forecasting represents a critical goal for the weather prediction community and is of great importance for a better estimation of power production from solar and wind farms.
Introduction
Solar and wind farm power prediction is of great importance for renewable energy applications (Giebel et al., 2011; Monteiro et al., 2009; Pinson et al., 2009 ). The models for power prediction often need the output of numerical weather prediction models. Hence, the quality of the power forecast is strictly related to the quality of the radiation and wind prediction over the considered area (Alessandrini et al., 2013; Pinson et al., 2007; Von Bremen, 2007) .
A good estimation of power production from solar and wind farms is a significant issue in Southern Italy, due to a large availability of solar and wind energy in spite of a poor integration into the grid (GSE, 2015) .
The purpose of this work is to analyse the performance of two deterministic atmospheric models: the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting Model) (Skamarock et al., 2008) and the RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System) (Cotton et al., 2003) . Both models were run for six months of 2013 (summer and fall) at 4 km horizontal resolution over Italy. Verification is conducted against two surface stations located in Lamezia Terme and Lecce, and are based on hourly forecasts output and observations. A multi-model approach is adopted to reduce the forecast errors. The multi-model is trained using a dataset of past forecasts and observations to compute the weights of the models that minimize the Root Mean Square Error; in the forecast phase these weights are used to determine the best estimate of the forecast.
Methodology
The models considered in this work are the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting Model) and the RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System). They were run for 6 months (from 1 June to 30 November 2013) at 4 km horizontal resolution over Italy, using the same domain (Fig. 1 ). Initial and dynamic boundary conditions are given by the 12:00 UTC deterministic analysis/forecast cycle of the ECMWF-IFS model (0.25 • horizontal latitude-longitude grid spacing).
For the WRF model, the PBL scheme adopted is the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ) (Janjić, 1994) , a 1.5-order prognostic TKE scheme with local vertical mixing. For the shortwave radiation, the Goddard scheme (Chou and Suarez, 1999) is used.
For the RAMS model, the radiation scheme detailed in Chen and Cotton (1983) is used for short-wave radiation; this scheme accounts for the total condensate present in the atmosphere but not for the specific phase of water (i. e. vapour, liquid or ice). The scheme takes into account for the ozone and carbon dioxide on radiative transfer. Unresolved vertical transport is parameterized by the K theory, in which the covariance is evaluated as the product of an eddy mixing coefficient and the gradient of the transported quantity. The turbulent mixing in the horizontal directions is parameterized following Smagorinsky (1963) .
Each forecast lasts 36 h and the first 12 h are not considered for the comparison (spin-up time); thus the forecasttime verification is 24 h. Short-wave radiation and 10 m wind speed are simulated and verified.
Verification is carried out against two surface stations located in Southern Italy, Lamezia Terme and Lecce, and are based on hourly output of models forecast; the forecasts are interpolated bilinearly to the positions of the surface stations. Experimental sites are shown in Fig. 1 . The two independent forecasts are regressed towards the measured data during the training period, defining the coefficient of the linear regression to be used in the multi-model forecast phase. More specifically, the two-model forecast at each station location is given by:
where N is the number of the models (2); a i , the weight of the ith model; F i , the forecast of the ith model;F i , its mean value over the training period; andŌ, the mean observation over the training period. The calculation of the weights a i is given by the minimization of the mean square distance D 2 :
where L is the training period length (80 % of the data). Therefore, the available dataset is divided in two parts: a training period containing 80 % of the data and a forecasting period with the remaining 20 %. The weights a i are evaluated over the training period and are then used to compute the forecast ("cross-evaluation"). The methodology is applied 20 times randomly selecting the training dataset to assess the statistical robustness of the results.
Results and discussions
First of all, we have computed error statistics for each model, for the two parameters and for both experimental sites. As a second step, the multi-model technique is adopted to improve the forecast performance. Statistics used to quantify the performance of the models are: RMSE (Root Mean Square Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and BIA (Bias). (a) and (b) . The RMSE statistic is computed considering the 20 attempts as a whole. The boxes on the MM RMSE curve show the 25th and 75th percentile of the RMSE distribution for the 20 attempts, while the error bars extent between the maximum and minimum value of the RMSE for the 20 attempts. Wind speed is better simulated at Lamezia Terme, where the RMSE is 1.3 m s −1 for RAMS (1.4 m s −1 for WRF). At Lecce, WRF errors are higher than RAMS and also higher than errors for Lamezia Terme.
First results: RAMS and WRF performances
For these specific runs, RAMS has slightly better performance compared to WRF and can be considered as the "best model". These results are encouraging because the errors of the models are consistent with the state-of-the-art results obtained with mesoscale models in similar studies (Tiriolo et al., 2015; Kotroni and Lagouvardos, 2004; Gomez et al., 2014) .
The MULTI-MODEL results
Here we present the results of the multi-model technique adopted to reduce the forecast errors.
In the following these abbreviations are adopted: M1 = RAMS; M2 = WRF; MM = Multi Model; BEST-MM = difference between best model and Multi Model at the specific forecasting time. Figure 2a and b show that the RMSE of the MM is lower than the RMSE of the best model (M1) for Lecce. The reduction of the error varies depending on the parameter and forecast time. For the solar radiation the error reduction is maximum in correspondence of the middle of the day, when the solar irradiance is at its maximum. Radiation er- rors are reduced up to 30 % compared to the best model and, in some cases, up to 40 % compared to the less accurate model. The maximum RMSE reduction occurs at 15:00 UTC (60 W m −2 ).
The Wind Speed RMSE shows a clear diurnal cycle for M2, not shown by M1. The MM lowers the RMSE of the best model up to 1.2 m s −1 (03:00 and 19:00 UTC), showing the significant impact (more than 50 % reduction of the best model RMSE at 03:00 and 19:00 UTC) of the postprocessing technique on the model performance. The behaviour of the MM RMSE over the 20 attempts shows a stable behaviour and the RMSE varies by less than 0.5 m s −1 for most forecast times. Figure 3a and b show the results for Lamezia Terme (RMSE); also for this site it is evident that the RMSE of the MM is less than the RMSE of both models. More in detail the RMSE of the short-wave radiation is reduced up to 60 W m −2 (15:00 UTC) and the MM improves the RMSE of the best model by more than 10 % for most diurnal hours.
For the wind speed, the MM improvement is less evident compared to Lecce even if it is still sizable (i.e. larger than 10 % of the best model RMSE) especially for the diurnal hours. Also, the variation of the MM RMSE over the 20 attempts shows a larger variability (0.5-1.0 m s −1 ) compared to Lecce. Figure 2c and d (Lecce) and Fig. 3c and d (Lamezia Terme) show that the BIAS has been successfully removed for both parameters and sites because the BIAS of the MM is close to 0 for all forecast times. From the results of Figs. 2 and 3, it follows that the multi-model technique has been able to improve the performance of the best model, regardless to the parameter and forecast hour, showing the significant impact that this method has on the forecast for the two sites. However, the variability of the MM performance for the wind speed RMSE at Lamezia Terme may indicate the need to improve the MM performance.
Conclusive remarks
RAMS and WRF models have good performances in predicting the shortwave radiation and wind speed, with RMSE of the order of 95 W m −2 and 1.3 m s −1 , respectively.
The performance is further improved by the application of the multi-model technique for both wind speed and shortwave radiation both at Lamezia Terme and Lecce, and the RMSE is reduced by a sizeable fraction (almost always larger than 10 % of the model RMSE) depending on the forecasting time and parameter.
These results are important considering the short period used for training the MM; however, the results for the Wind Speed at Lamezia Terme show a large variability, that could be likely reduced by enriching the training period (e.g. considering longer training period, different model's initializations, more members participating to the multi-model).
